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                   Chapter 1: Structure of Constitution
                                       
                     Articles 1.1: Power of the Constitution
                                       
                                       
_1.1.a Power
 The constitution has no value outside the support of the People.
.
.  Reasoning. Democracy.
                                       
                                       
    _1.1.a-1 Changes
     The Constitution can only be changed by the People directly.
.
.      Reasoning. Since the Constitution is enacted by the People, yet
.      laws are enacted by Government, the purpose of the Constitution
.      is (also) to protect the People from Government law changes.
.      Therefore the Government must not be allowed to make changes to
.      the constitution, or it could not protect the People from the
.      Government.
                                       
                                       
        _1.1.a-1.1 Changes, warning
         When a Referendum is to be held proposing change to the
         Constitution, that Referendum can not be held before time
         has passed of equal length to the time a Government can be
         in office (see Article 3.1.c, Electing Government), starting
         from the moment the Referendum is posted in the required
         location as to be held (see Article 3.1.b-4, Transparency).
.
.          Reasoning. If the Constitution is to protect the People,
.          it is better if the Referendum is not held under the same
.          mandated Government as the Referendum is proposed under.
.          The long time delay means sufficient time to alert people
.          and form an informed opinion.
                                       
                                       
        _1.1.a-1.2 Changes, delay
         Changes to the Constitution become law after a three month 
         waiting period, starting from the day both the procedure for changing 
         the constitution has been met and the result has been published 
         widely. Before the last month of the delay starts, the ratification 
         Referendum can be done again, the Referendum with most people
         casting a vote will decide.
.
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.          Reasoning. A waiting period after fulfilling the protocol gives

.          people the time to still organize a counter referendum or

.          consider other options. When a dramatic change happened few 

.          people had anticipated, it can still be changed in the last

.          moment before it becomes law, because that is a time when it

.          will be increasingly clear to everyone, what exactly the change

.          is going to mean. Changing a Constitution should not be taken

.          lightly, hence the long time-path. The delay is also meant

.          so that would-be law-makers will be inspired to consider the

.          seriousness of their work, knowing that the change will be

.          happening in an otherwise quiet circumstance, being visible

.          without the chaos of campaigns, voting and tallying surrounding

.          it. Also so that society has time to adjust quite leisurely to

.          changes that are by then surely coming, which will be more

.          stressful if the change happens at the moment it is known that

.          it will be happening.

.

.          The power of representatives to fill in abstentions is retained

.          under the argument that many changes might be minor and

.          non-controversial, and that it would therefore not be worthwhile

.          to mobilize much of the country for every single change. The

.          difficulty lies only in the delays, not so much in the protocol

.          of decision making itself.

.

.          It might happen that people don't want a change, but somehow

.          don't find out until the change becomes `widely published.'

.          If they really care to undo it, they should manage to set up

.          an undoing direct Referendum within 2 month, and undo it with

.          a larger vote. This rule should prevent unpleasant surprises

.          for people who don't want to follow things closely.
                                       
                                       
_1.1.b Scope
 The constitution is the supreme set of rules.
.
.  Reasoning. The purpose of a Constitution, is that it provides a
.  basic framework for all other laws, giving them common direction
.  and limiting them for the sake of protecting the people from
.  law makers, and volatility of Government. The Constitution stands
.  above treaties.
                                       
                                       
    _1.1.b-1 False law
     Laws and Government decisions conflicting with the Constitution
     are void. Police is not to enforce, the Judiciary is to reject,
     and the Government is to retract such laws and decisions.
.
.      Reasoning. Strengthening 1.1.b, making all major parts of
.      Government individually responsible to reject conflicts with
.      the Constitution.
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    _1.1.b-2 Unity of Law
     The constitution is one and the same across the entire Nation.
.
.      Reasoning. Without unity of Constitution the Country is not
.      coherent, and predictable enough. If regions want different
.      supreme rules, they should instead create a new nation.
                                       
                                       
_1.1.c Flag
 The flag of the Constitution is divided in a top and a bottom half.
 In the middle a shape resembling an Omega letter.

 This represents a pair of scales, symbol for democracy, it is the peace
 flag of the Constitution.

 The peace flag of the Constitution is to be displayed alone by itself
 or in the highest position above an identity flag.
.
.  Reasoning. This flag is a tool for democracy, it is used to define
.  whether the Government is at war or peace, and individuals can use it
.  to vote for peace, war, and what they think is currently true. The
.  colors in top and bottom half are important, to recognize the orientation
.  of the flag more easily. The Article leaves room for pretty and unique
.  designs.
                                       
                                       
    _1.1.c-1 Flag of war
     When a Government is at war - or orders to use weapons greater in 
power
     then needed to kill a lion to subdue other human beings - all the
     Constitutional flags in possession of the Government are to be turned 
     upside down. This represents a bull head with horns, symbol for war, for 
     when the Government is at war, it is the war flag of the Constitution.
     
     The war flag of the Constitution is shown under a flag which
     denotes the identity at war.

     Nobody is to accept any order from any commander to wage war without
     the official widespread display of the war flag.

     Exception: see Article 3.2.b-3.1, Weapons Authorization.
.
.      Reasoning. You can vote with this: displaying the configuration as
.      you would like it to be, war or peace. Then you can add a black
.      ribbon/flag/banner, to indicate "mourning" that it is not as you
.      want it to be, or a white banner/flag/ribbon to indicate "happiness"
.      that it is as you want it.
.
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.      This flag system means that the Government is forced by the Constitution

.      to display a war flag when going to war, and soldiers etc are forced

.      to disobey orders toward war if there is no war flag displayed. That

.      means the public will be aware that the Government goes to war,

.      and can hence mobilize in favor or against this, it works both ways.

.      It makes war more effective, and it makes a Government less likely to

.      be able to wage war without its People's agreement.

.

.      Some identity flags can also have a lot of white, then the

.      Constitutional flag could be light blue for instance. The changing

.      position above/below is useful to make a quicker determination of

.      whether the flag is upright or reversed, the color to the side of one 

.      half also make the flag position more obvious. The meaning of

.      the Constitutional flag suggests that the peace flag is the "high"

.      flag, and the war flag "low" flag, therefore the identity flag below 

.      the Constitutional flag during peace if on the same mast. Another option

.      is to show both flags in top for peace on two masts, and for war put

.      them both on one mast, the identity flag above and the Constitutional

.      flag reversed below it. This would be a clear configuration, with

.      a lot of difference between the two. It does also not "demote" the

.      identity flag to a lower position (see figure).

.

.      The Government can not practically subvert the "peace configuration

.      with black ribbon", because 1. a peace flag is the supreme order to

.      end all hostilities and reject all orders toward and continuation of

.      hostilities, and 2. the Government can not both "want peace", and

.      then say that "it is not so", because if the Government wants its

.      soldiers - which is what the flag refers to for the Government - to

.      stop fighting "but they don't", then the government is effectively

.      saying it has lost control, that they are no longer a Government.

.      That leaves the Government to display a war or peace flag, either

.      correctly or in deception, and that leaves the People free to vote

.      with the flag for or against war, while defeating a potential

.      Government attempt at muddying the signals by adding a black ribbon

.      to defeat a Government that claims it is at peace while at war

.      (according to the flag-waver). When Government attempts to muddy the

.      meanings of these things, it can be a signal of a coup against the

.      flag system. The signals, meanwhile, do not by themselves do anything

.      (voting never does much by itself). The flag system is a fall back

.      democracy protocol for during war, it will probably be more effective

.      if maintained during peace. Point of the protocol is that one can

.      vote equally for and against peace/war, which should result in a more

.      accurate result. It also gives indication to what degree people care.

.      New meaning for the term `waving the flag.' It remains to be seen

.      if people will do this, but at least it is possible. Whether they'll

.      vote or not, the Government is forced to follow the protocol, so that

.      the People know whether it is war or peace. This could cause the 

.      People to use the protocol for their own purposes.
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        _1.1.c-1.1 Flag democracy
         A Constitutional peace flag signals a wish for peace and not
         war, referring to the the identity of the identity flag if one
         is shown. A Constitutional war flag - which is the Constitutional
         war flag below an identity flag - signals a wish for war action
         by that identity. A reversed Constitutional peace flag without
         an identity flag above it has an unidentifiable meaning, it is
         a display of error on the part of the display construction.
         
         With the Constitutional flag display can be displayed ribbons
         in several colors.

         A black ribbon signals there is not currently war or peace
         as it is wished by the Constitutional flag shown.
         
         A white ribbon signals there is currently war or peace
         as is wished by the Constitutional flag shown.
         
         A blue ribbon signals a wish for change of the Government
         identified by the identity flag. 
         
         A green ribbon signals a wish for the present Government
         identified by the identity flag, to remain in power.
         
         A golden ribbon signals a wish for King Rule in the Country
         identified by the identity flag. See Article 1.4.a, King Rule.  
. 
.          Reasoning. Having stated this means that the Government
.          and People can both not deny the meaning of these votes,
.          because if they do they are at least acting contrary to the
.          Constitution. This really does not mean a whole lot, but it
.          starts meaning something when there are large majorities
.          toward either end, consisting of much of the entire
.          population. The flag democracy provides a way to cast a
.          vote equally to either end, but no way to tally them or make
.          any kind of action happen on them. It can, however, be used
.          to cut the government and have new elections either by the
.          delegates, or the electoral committee. If the great majority,
.          for instance, demands peace through the flag democracy
.          protocol, this can be the explicit and somewhat verifiable
.          reason to cut the Government and have new elections.  It is a
.          protocol somewhere between mass rallies and ballot casting.
.          The protocol would probably only be needed in time of war,
.          because that tends to be a time when democracy is coming
.          under attack, from outside and inside. Without war threats,
.          hopefully other protocols would be working well enough.
.          You obviously don't have to wave complete multi square meter
.          flags to vote, a recognizable flag could be 1 x 2 cm.
                                       
                     Articles 1.2: Territory
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_1.2.a Territory
 The Country assembles not more then 100.000.000, one hundred million,
 potential voters.
. 
.  Reasoning. When countries get too large, internal democracy
.  is eroded too much because of the size, the distances. The
.  international balance of power is also eroded, and international
.  objectivity suffers when there are fewer significant countries.
.  Under this Constitution, there is no exploiting non-working ruling
.  class, it is only that class which has an interest in as large
.  a territory as possible. Without that interest, the larger the
.  country also the larger the burden of Government, a larger country
.  may have benefits and down sides, it is not only good.
                                       
                                       
    _1.2.a-1 New Territory
     Groups of 1 million residents in a consecutive geographic area
     can step out of the Country if they achieve a Two Third Majority
     in a Referendum where abstentions count as votes against stepping out,
     two consecutive times with an interval of 5 years between them;
     without there being a Majority against leaving the Country with at
     least half of the local people voting in it, within 10 years after
     the first of the two consecutive Referendums. Then the region is 
     independent and out of the Country, 10 years after the first 
Referendum.
     These Referendums must be widely published in the concerning area,
     or they will be invalid.
     
     The New Country is formed by taking with it an amount of natural
     resources equal to the combined total of resource rights for the
     people who come to live in the new territory, including an equal
     amount of non-distributed natural resources - such as nature and
     public land - according to the percentage of people that will be
     living there.
. 
.      Reasoning. It is useful for Democracy to be able to leave
.      the group, a kind of veto. The set-up should provide an equal
.      economic division. If there is a valuable natural resource in
.      the new country, making the new country smaller then desired,
.      the new country could cut a deal that leaves part or all of the
.      valuable resource under the control of the original country,
.      so as to gain more territory. People who don't want to live in
.      the new country would have to move, people who are against the
.      new country but don't move, become part of the new country and
.      their resources would be added to the new country. Presumably
.      such people don't care enough to move, if their resources were
.      subtracted they would lose value.
.
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.      The anti-Referendum with normal majority is meant to give

.      the resisting forces a chance to verify there is no support

.      for them, even if they organize the referendum. The 10 year

.      waiting period means 5 years after the second referendum, giving

.      sufficient adjustment time for residents.
                                       
                                       
        _1.2.a-1.1 New Territory, lost
         When the new country contains fewer then 1 million people
         before 100 years have gone by, the area falls back to the
         original country, unless the original country decides to reject
         it.
.     
.          Reasoning. This provides some way to mop up failed attempts
.          without legal problems. If after 100 years the country still
.          contains one million people, presumably there is some viability
.          to it, at least someone to talk to and to decide whether to
.          rejoin the original country or not. If people flee from the
.          new country, they can automatically put it back with the
.          original country, even if they are no longer in that area to
.          vote about its status.
                                       
                                       
        _1.2.a-1.2 New Territory, border
         The border of both Countries will not develop enclosed sovereign
         areas. It will be a simplified line, in such a way that both
         Countries will have a coherent shape necessary to easily determine
         in what Country a person is.
.     
.          Reasoning. It may happen that as a result of the Referendums,
.          a computation can be made that results in a "Country" with very
.          jagged and even detached areas. This is likely: the referendums
.          will result in a patchwork of areas in which the formalities have
.          been won, either with or perhaps without a certain continuous
.          area in the middle. This article forces the new country to be a
.          self coherent area. That means certain people groups that want to
.          be in will find they are out, and others that want to be out will
.          find they are in. This requires swapping of areas, homes can
.          hopefully be sold between people who want a different position.
.          This is the kind of problem that adds greatly to the cost of
.          setting up a new country, which is why it is a good idea to make
.          it not too easy to set up a new country.
.
.          The rule against enclosed areas means that new countries can not
.          develop in the middle of others, because that would mean the new
.          Country is not really as sovereign as it could be, being more
.          dependent on good will of just one Country. Enclosed sovereign
.          countries, to the degree that can even exist, make the original
.          country have complicated borders, which are probably not 
.          beneficial to governing it; it would be somewhat counter
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.          intuitive. Given this rule, people who want out of a Country

.          need to have a connection with the border of another Country or

.          international territory. That is likely to more often be the case,

.          and would protect the center of the original country by not

.          cutting out just any part. If a country feels some parts will

.          become independent, that may cause it not to invest there as 

.          much as it could for fear of losing the investments (though

.          it could also invest more to keep it). In that case the wheels 

.          of separation are already turning, becoming independent could

.          become the better economic choice at a certain point.
                                       
                                       
        _1.2.a-1.3 New Territory, more
         An area bordering a New Territory will join that New Territory
         before 10 years have passed of it having become independent, if 
         they reach a Majority in Referendum where abstentions count as votes
         against joining, if the New Territory accepts the application to
         join.  
.     
.          Reasoning. It can happen that a certain area reaches the 
.          point where it can step out, but other areas are in doubt,
.          where these doubting areas will later decide they want
.          to join. For this they need a 1 million group size again,
.          which if it is not available will result in smaller border
.          communities that are in the wrong country. With this rule they
.          can still join within 10 years, which will also reduce the
.          political pressure on the original Referendums, because there
.          will be second chances to join. After 10 years the one-Referendum
.          window closes, then the more difficult procedure needs
.          to be followed again, multiple Referendums and minimum
.          group-size. The rule is a normal majority, so as to find a
.          fair place of balance for the border for the two Countries,
.          not procedurally in favor of either.
.
.          These rules where Referendum vote `abstentions' are votes
.          assumed with a certain content, are meant to refer to people
.          with voting rights, who decide not to vote.
                                       
                                       
    _1.2.a-2 Larger Territory
     The Country Council, see Article 3.1.d-5, Country Council, can
     accept a new area into the country.
.
.      Reasoning. The People can always undo a Government decision
.      through Referendum, presumably most people won't care much if
.      the Country gets larger, as long as the country council thinks
.      it can handle it, since it would basically be more burden for
.      them.
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    _1.2.a-3 Territorial Limits
     The territory extends as far as the eye can see into uninhabitable
     territory - such as the sea - with respect to that right for other
     Nations.
.
.      Reasoning. When a nation extends its territorial claim, this can
.      be profitable for it. Then when a nation extends it more aggressively,
.      it could be rewarded for it, while a friendly Nation is punished
.      for not being so bold. This law sets a basic rule from inside the
.      country. A nation that behaves accordingly may find it is held in
.      higher regard for it by other Nations/Peoples, and hence be rewarded.
                                       
                                       
    _1.2.a-4 International Territory
     When a petition of Nations representing more then Two Third of the
     world population is offered regarding an issue on International 
     Territory, the petition will be read before the Country Council, see 
     Article 3.1.d-5, Country Council. This right exists only once
     a year for a half hour duration.
.
.      Reasoning. This is presumably the weakest possible obligation
.      regarding international territory, reading a petition does not
.      involve accepting it. However, it means that it is at least 
.      acknowledged that the petition exists and that the content has
.      been considered, even if it is rejected later.
.
..     Updated (ammended) zo feb  5 10:15:21 UTC 2012:
.      The above law is threatening to be abused by an Imperial government
.      which combines two third or more of humanity under its umbrella.
.      If this mechanism is not further limited they can use it to inundate
.      the national council with nonsense in an effort to gain control.
.      Proposed to add:
.      "This right exists only once a year for a half hour duration."
..     End ammendment.
                                       
                     Articles 1.3: Nation of Law
                                       
                                       
_1.3.a Equality
 All people living in the Country are equal under the Law. None are
 above and none are below the Law.
.
.  Reasoning. Naturally all must be equal under the Law, as if there
.  could be any doubt. The article leaves some room for policy 
.  because it says `living in the Country.' Normally this would include
.  everyone, except the dead. But it could for instance exclude an invading
.  army, for which it can be said it `does not live in the country,' since
.  it is `dying in the country.' Even though everyone is equal under the
.  Law, the Law could still say different things about people matching
.  different descriptions, such as it does when regulating the duties of
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.  people matching the description of a delegate. This article is just

.  to close a loophole for someone who claims the law does not apply to

.  them for some reason: if they are here it does apply for that reason

.  alone.
                                       
                                       
    _1.3.a-1 Lasting Freedom
     When no National Laws in the common interest, no decisions to
     favor the common interest from bodies created by the Constitution
     in the common interest, curtail a person its freedom, that person
     is assumed to have an active right to make any decision desired. A
     person can not lose or sell their right to make decisions: a person
     can not sell itself into slavery. A person cannot lose or sell their
     entitlements and responsibilities awarded to them by the law.
.
.      Reasoning. This article is meant to make sure only the Law acts
.      as the curtailer of actions, making it illegal that within the land
.      occur constrictions of freedom not based on the Constitution and
.      common interest. This law makes it easier to prosecute things like
.      slavery. It also makes it illegal to sell or lose certain personal
.      rights, such as the right to vote.  If the law doesn't describe
.      it, it is assumed to be allowed by the Law, Police, Judges (as if
.      that isn't implicit). This article describes certain freedoms are
.      beyond reduction, particularly future decisions, the right to be a
.      decision-maker about your own life. This is a natural right, but law
.      could go against that in theory (and has done so in the past), so it
.      might be useful to explicitly not allow dictatorship through excessive
.      contracts made in the past. This is not intended to have consequences
.      for such contracts as marriage, which potentially are being made
.      by both parties fully equal, in the interest of possible children
.      (not slavery with one in power and the other without). The marriage
.      can probably not be kept good by law anyway, hence amending the law
.      to explicitly exclude marriage may not have useful consequences. It
.      may have negative ones, where certain marriages might degenerate
.      into legalized forms of slavery.  The law also awards decision right
.      to children, which does not (is not intended to) imply parents have
.      no power over their children. This article leaves room for further
.      law to describe problems, as long as they are solved in the common
.      interest. A law that describes a certain punishment right for a parent
.      can imply that a child can not sue a parent, because the punishment
.      and therefore disallowing certain decisions of the child would have
.      been (presumably) a `law in the common interest.'  It does require
.      that such a common interest law or decision will have to be made
.      somewhere flowing from Constitutional power/rights, otherwise such
.      a case could default to legal freedom as far as the Police/Judges
.      are concerned, in principle the child could sue the parent and win,
.      which is does not imply that that is therefore wrong. This problem
.      seems very sensitive and weighing different interests (in favor of
.      the child, various and varying needs for freedom and discipline).
.      One way to look at it: is a baby fully a `(legal) person' ? If
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.      that personality is diminished in stature (such as it is in a child

.      compared to a parent with respect to making decisions in this world),

.      the article can also apply in a proportionally diminished fashion ...

.      When someone is half way between adult/child, the competence of a

.      certain decision can therefore decide the level of freedom to it,

.      if there is no reason to deny it, then it is allowed, unless there

.      are other laws describing it in better detail. 

.

.      The requirement `common interest' means a legal protection for

.      people from erratic and self serving groups or pseudo-Government.

.      The responsibility to do punishment for a crime can not be sold.

.

.      This article implies no law or decision has legal and Police pressure

.      behind it, unless it is in the common interest. This may protect the

.      Police from overzealous Government: the Police may sue against certain

.      decisions it feels are not common interest. That can dramatically

.      undercut the ability of a detached Government to abuse its Police

.      forces against the People, the Police is not a blind toy for the

.      Government to wield at will.
                                       
                     Articles 1.4: State of Chaos
                                       
                                       
_1.4.a King Rule
 The Electoral Committee declares a state of chaos when the Country
 is in Chaos, at which time the King takes over the Government and
 the making of non-Constitutional Law. The Electoral Committee can end
 the state of chaos at any time.

 The state of chaos lasts not longer then one year and one day, after
 which there is one month of normal Governmental rule. One month after 
 the end of the state of chaos, new elections for the Electoral Committee
 are being held, unless the condition of Article 1.4.a-2, King Rule, 
 Stability, has been met.

 See Article 3.1.c-1, Electoral Committee.
 See Article 3.1.c-1.8, King Elect.
.
.  Reasoning. The whole system as proposed here is highly bottom
.  up democracy. But when that fails, it has fails and results in
.  chaos. What then, since there is no top-down replacement. When there
.  is no top-down fall back, anything may happen. So in effect, this
.  system actual protects democracy in a state of chaos, by describing
.  what should happen during chaos. That in itself reduces chaos, and
.  sets the clock ticking for normalization. Since there can only be
.  a state of Chaos declared if there is actually "chaos," the Courts
.  will decide when there is doubt and a challenge raised to the Courts. 
.  The Government can obviously enact common Laws that work this
.  problem out in more detail, giving Courts more structure. It may
.  be strange that there is a King who just has a tiny backing of
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.  all People, King by virtue of being oldest. But since there is

.  a good chance there is but limited popularity, those Kings should be

.  less tempted to try its hand at despotism when it is not warranted.

.  `One year and one day,' why shouldn't a Constitution have some

.  poetic qualities ... puts things in perspective.
                                       
                                       
    _1.4.a-1 King Rule, Banner
     During the state of chaos, all the flags in possession of the
     Government are to fly a golden banner.
.
.      Reasoning. Since `King Rule' changes everything, it seems
.      necessary to advertise the issue. The banner color also give
.      the People a chance to vote for `King Rule.' Naturally flying
.      the "want new Government" during `King Rule' negates `King Rule.'
                                       
                                       
    _1.4.a-2 King Rule, Stability
     When the same King is re-elected after a period of King Rule, then
     gets another period of King Rule within one year after that election,
     and after that second closely following period of King Rule is again
     elected King, then the obligation in Article 1.4.a, King Rule, to elect
     a new Electoral Committee after a period of King Rule is suspended
     until the King loses its Kingship.
.
.      Reasoning. It is not useful to re-elect the same King every
.      year. When a King has proved itself and is re-elected twice after
.      King Rule, then it must be a good King. When a King sets a country
.      in order in one year, that is good and might earn it a re-election
.      as King at the end of it. When the EC needs to declare another
.      period of King Rule within one year, that could also reflect badly
.      on the King for not having set the country back to order before,
.      and hence prevent its third election. When it reflects badly
.      on the Government, and the People - growing tired with chaotic
.      Government - elect the same King for a third time, the EC may
.      declare continual King Rule periods of one year, with one month
.      normal Government periods in between. The EC may choose to go for
.      that heightened King power or not, by declaring a new period of
.      King rule within one year or after one year. When they wait more
.      then a year, the trigger is off. Once a King does not get automatic
.      elections after King Rule, there are still possibilities to get a
.      new EC. The King can not change the Constitution by itself, and
.      therefore does not control the election process of Government
.      delegates. These delegates can organize a referendum for a
.      new EC at least in the month when there is no King Rule. Maybe
.      there are other possibilities which depend on the courts, which
.      are established in the Constitution and can not be discontinued
.      by the King.
.
.      The police is to be loyal to the Law, and Justice decides on the
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.      Law, the highest authority in these matters of Constitutional power

.      would still be the Court. The powers of King are derived from the

.      Law. On the other hand, judges are appointed by the Government,

.      which means by the King during King Rule. All power ultimately

.      derives from the Constitutional law, and the general support it

.      has.  Which cuts both ways: if there is strong loyalty to a King,

.      that will have to be reflected in how the Law is interpreted,

.      because the Constitution is based directly on support of the

.      People.  But even King Rule is a situation of Rule of Law in the

.      country, supported by the Constitutional law. The King would be

.      nothing without the law giving the King its powers. But when

.      things do get out of hand with the King, sooner or later the

.      King will be gone one way or the other, and sooner or later

.      the condition for electing a new EC are met, and an election

.      can be held after a year, on a date set by the Government, see

.      Article 3.1.c-1.1, Electoral Committee, mandate. When things

.      totally get out of hand with the King, there may need to

.      be a full scale revolution to re-establish democracy under

.      the Constitution. Since the size of a country is only so big,

.      it may be possible to flee from the situation to other Nations.

.      It seems reasonably unlikely that a King will act strongly against

.      the very laws that give it its power, but it is possible if the

.      King has a strong personal following. When the King does have

.      that kind of following, one may wonder whether this is not in

.      fact best for the Country. Democracy would already have proved to

.      be a failure for that Country at that time, though in the future it

.      might still come to work if there is more self-discipline and less

.      corruption. Both discipline and obedience to the law/Government

.      may be inspired by a period under a strong King (like a study).


